**METRO IS HIRING OPERATORS!**

It takes up to 12 weeks of intensive training to be a Bus Operator. Bus Operators are the faces of METRO. Here’s what it takes to get your career on the road.

- You must have a high school diploma or GED.
- You must have no disqualifying criminal convictions.
- You must pass a drug screen & drug test.
- You must have a safe driving endorsement on your license.
- You should have a temporary transfer point in your schedule.

**HRrecruits@yourmetrobus.org**

**Fare Information**

- **General Line-Service** $1.25 (Valid on METRO Direct only)
- **Children 5 and under** $0.50 (Valid on METRO Direct only)
- **3-Day Pass** (Valid on METRO Direct only) – $20.50
- **7-Day Pass** (Valid on METRO Direct only) – $30.00
- **3-Day Pass (Valid on METRO Direct only) Senior** $12.50
- **7-Day Pass (Valid on METRO Direct only) Senior** $16.00
- **10-Ride Ticket** $6.00
- **$1.00** (Valid on METRO Direct only)

- ***Schedules are subject to change. Please visit yourmetrobus.org or call 330.762.0341 regarding updates or changes.**

- **Please have exact fare. Operators do not carry change.**

**How to Text and Ride**

To determine when the bus serves a location, match the numbers on the schedule to the numbers on the map. Text your bus stop ID & you’ll get a text back with the next bus’s departure time.

**How to Read the Schedule**

- **To determine when the next bus is leaving from your stop,** watch your bus move on a map, download the MyMetro app or sign up for alerts!

**How to Text the Schedule**

- **Text* your bus** stop ID (on top of each bus ID) to 313223

**Follow us to meet the people who keep METRO moving!**

@summitstoriesmetorta

@summitstories_

**Visit yourmetrobus.org**

To watch your bus move in real-time. You can also set up alerts for routes you ride.

**See your bus on the!**

Visit yourmetrobus.org for more tools & tips!

**SUMMIT STORIES**

Find our schedule & learn more about METRO operators at yourmetrobus.org.

**Dear Rider:**

Summit Stories shares the faces of METRO. Here’s what it takes to get your career on the road.

- You must be at least 18 years old.
- You’ll need a high school diploma or GED.
- You should have a temporary transfer point in your schedule.
- You must have a safe driving endorsement on your license.
- You must pass a drug screen & drug test.

**Step 1**

- Text your bus stop ID (on top of each bus ID) to 313223.

**Step 2**

- Find your bus stop ID on the map.

**How it works:**

**Please note:**

- **It is important to check times with the same number to see when the bus will arrive.**

- **PM times in bold. Bus schedules do not reflect route detours.**

- **To determine when the next bus is leaving from your stop,** watch your bus move on a map, download the MyMetro app or sign up for alerts!
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**Site Search:**

- **Search our site for more tools & tips!**
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